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ABSTRACT
There has been an exponential increase in the number of
attacks on web applications during the recent years. This
paper presents a guideline for programmers to develop robust
web applications in terms of security by identification of latest
web application security vulnerabilities and devising their
control using open source dynamic and static web application
security assessment tools. A highly vulnerable web
application is taken as a sample and it is projected to dynamic
tools which lookup for security loopholes in it according to its
behavior in the actual working environment and static tools
lookup for security loopholes in the programming logics by
static analysis of the actual source code. Finally, the concept
of a static analysis monitoring tool is given which can serve a
fool proof solution for one of the most encountered attack
namely, Cross Site Scripting (XSS).

a secure and safe gateway to the services offered by them and
to maintain the confidentiality of the client’s sensitive
personal data. This demands an urge for the developers to be
at par with the security standards and to keep themselves
updated to the latest security threats in the market and also the
preventive measures that are to be taken to avoid such threats.
There are many reasons why security flaws occur in web
applications.


In most of the organizations security is not considered
during the requirements gathering phase because the
clients do not demand security from the developers and
as a reason of which most of the developers do not
consider security while developing a web application. [2]



Even if security is thought upon in the initial stages of
web application development, only the basic security
constraints are followed which include authorization,
authentication and encryption. But neither do they
provide input validation of the data coming through
forms nor do they check the URL for any clauses (such
as order by, limit, etc.) or SQL statements due to which
the web applications fall victim to the attacks like SQL
injection and Cross Site Scripting(XSS). The major
reason of this negligence of security standards is primary
emphasis on developing highly functional applications
which are easier to use for the end users. Because the
attention is given to the needs of end users, the
developers forget to address the loopholes in the security
which the attackers intend to exploit. In such cases, the
developers leave the task of security checking for the
testing and quality assurance departments. [2]



Even those programmers who emphasize and code
according to the web application security standards most
of the times tend to think like a hacker which is
obviously not their area of expertise. Because when they
try to block one way of doing an attack after knowing
how the hackers do it, the hackers find new ways of
doing the same attack because it is their area of expertise.
When the developers start thinking like a hacker to
secure their websites, they leave various loopholes in the
implementation logics, on which they lose the focus in
such a case. If they try understanding the logic flaw
behind an attack then whatever way the hackers devise,
doing a successful attack becomes almost close to
impossible because the core reason of an attack is
defended. So, there is a need of change in the area of
focus. This means programmers have to think like a logic
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1. INTRODUCTION
A decade earlier internet was something only technical people
used to talk about. At that time it was just introduced keeping
in mind information sharing among a limited number of users.
Today, the internet has become an integral part of peoples’
lives. Using internet one accesses his banking records, credit
card statements, tax returns and other highly sensitive
personal information. But with all the facilities internet offers,
it also makes a user prone to potentially dangerous threats.
With an exponential increase in the number of online attacks
it becomes a need of the hour to address the internet security
issue. The end user or a general internet client hardly has any
security safeguard other than the basic antivirus protection. So
client side security cannot be considered a solution to this
problem. That is where it becomes the responsibility of the
developers to ensure the confidentiality and security of the
client’s sensitive data. The end users or the clients access the
websites or the web applications to avail the facilities
provided by the website owners. Now the developers of these
web applications bear the responsibility for giving their clients
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expert (who they actually are) and certainly not like an
intrusion expert (who they are not). [5]




Moreover, most commonly used development tools such
as Eclipse, IBM Rational Application Developer or
Microsoft Visual Studio provide an environment for
feature-rich application development but they don’t have
incorporated security assurance features to facilitate
secure software development and as a result security
assurance measures are not exercised during the
development or implementation phase of software
development. [2]
Most of the companies in the IT industry spend much on
the network security but their budget for web application
security is much lower. Spending on firewalls and
network security is justified. Once firewalls are installed
the network systems become secure but, not the network
resources (such as the database, web server, etc.) because
web applications use these resources on the network
most often. So if the web application security is not up to
the standards these resources fall victim to hackers.
Considering web application security inferior to network
security is a big mistake because ensuring network
security is just half the work done. Complete security can
be achieved only after closing all the gateways to a
potential attack, both network intrusion as well as web
application intrusion. [5]

2. TOP TEN VULNERABILITIES
According to the Online Web Application Security Project
(OWASP) the top ten vulnerabilities as of 2013 [1] ranked
from most risk to least risk are:

2.1 Injection
In this attack an attacker inserts or injects his own code on the
web server through one of the input fields that are meant for
taking input from the user. The input field can be the browser
URL box or any form field. For example, a hacker inserts an
SQL query through the username and password field of a
login form. This is a typical example of a most common type
of injection attack known as SQL Injection. Although there
are many other types of injection attacks such as Command
Injection where an input parameter is directly passed as a
command line argument to operating system shell, X Path or
X Query Injection, LDAP Injection, etc. [5]

2.2 Broken Authentication and Session
Management
Session Management is the technique used as a solution to the
stateless nature of HTTP protocol whereby the state of a user
is maintained by using a token (session identifier). Once a
user gets authenticated by giving correct username and
password he/she is allotted a session identifier as a cookie
after which he/she can access the resources authorized to
him/her. Now for successful implementation of the concept of
authentication this session is checked every time a new
webpage is presented to the user. This prevents a nonauthenticated user from accessing the resources that are not
authorized to him/her. If the web developer by mistake forgets
to check this session identifier in the beginning of a webpage
before giving the user an access to a resource then this
vulnerability is known as Broken Authentication. [5]

2.3 Cross Site Scripting (XSS)
This attack targets some less protected pages of a website
such as the search pages where the hackers inject their own
code in the form of hashes with the actual code of the

webpage. Now the new page also contains some extra code
that is injected by the hacker. This malicious code inserted by
a hacker gets executed every time a user calls this page. For
example this code can contain a hyperlink to some other page
designed by the attacker which maybe a fake login page
meant to steal a user’s login credentials. This problem arises
in cases where any input given by a user is shown back to the
user. For example, blog pages where a comment made by a
single user is shown to all the users accessing the blog. [5]

2.4 Insecure Direct Object References
In this vulnerability the developer knowingly or by mistake
gives a reference to some object or data file that is visible to a
general user and thus also to the hacker. For example,
consider that there is a webpage with the following URL:
http://www.samplepage.xyz/viewpage?file=help.txt. Now if
the user who visits this page turns out to be a hacker then, first
he will try guessing any other URLs by just changing the
name of the data file. He can also do this just by using any
web crawler software. And if possible the hacker will also try
to view files out of application’s directory such as
“/etc/passwd” file or “/etc/shadow” file which are sensitive
files for the linux operating systems that are generally
installed at web servers. So, here developer has made a
mistake of giving direct path to an object. [5]

2.5 Security Misconfiguration
This is not vulnerability or a security flaw but, can give the
hackers a chance to exploit other flaws in the application. For
example, sometimes for debugging purposes developers leave
some configuration files in the application folder then, it
serves a treasure for the potential attackers to understand the
configuration of the system and find out other exploits. [5]

2.6 Sensitive Data Exposure
This vulnerability arises due to non-encrypted storage and
transfer of data. In many cases passwords are stored as plain
text in the database. So, if an attacker gains access to database
he/she can easily access the passwords of the users. Also,
most of the websites do not use secure transport layer
protection which is implemented by the use of Secure Socket
Layer (SSL) encryption over the HTTPS protocol.

2.7 Missing Function Level Access Control
The cause of this vulnerability in web applications is wrong
function level implementation of the code. For example, a
general user who is actually an attacker gets access to the
details of all the registered users of the web application just by
typing the URL of the user information page which he/she
gets from an insider or just by guessing. Functionally it should
be accessible to only the administrator of the organization.

2.8 Cross Site Request Forgery (CSRF)
Due to stateless nature of HTTP protocol, web applications
save a token (session identifier) and other data on user’s
machine in the form of cookies to maintain his/her state.
Every time a request is sent to a website the browser
implicitly sends the cookies created by that website. The
attacker takes advantage of this scenario and prepares a
malicious web page with a hidden script. If a user visits this
webpage the hidden script gets executed in the background on
the user’s machine. Generally this hidden script contains
request for sensitive transactions such as request to the bank
web server for fund transfer from user’s account to attacker’s
account. Because this attack originates from the user’s
machine thus user bears the responsibility for the transactions.
The reason for this attack is browser’s inability to distinguish
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between a genuine user request and a scripted request by a
malicious page, also known as browser confusion attack. [3]



Don’t rely on client side validation for security (as it can
be turned off); rather use strict server side validation.
Client side validation is just a feature to avoid
unnecessary client-server communication which can be
escaped. [3]



Normalize the input in desired proper format before input
validation because many a times the attackers inject input
in hash form or encrypted form which can bypass the
input validation. [3]



Run the web server through an account with least
permissions possible so that even if an attacker injects a
command it does not get executed as the root user or
administrator. [3]

2.9 Using Known Vulnerable Components
Often in web application development, programmers use
external components and libraries for providing different
functionalities. It can lead to severe losses if the used
components have vulnerabilities within them and if the
components used have dependencies, than the scenario is even
worse. The major cause of this is use of a component that is
not upgraded to the latest version. In many cases programmers
even don’t know the exact external libraries that are used in
their code, forget the versions.

2.10 Unvalidated Redirects and Forwards
Consider an example where a user visits a website and
browses to the page: www.victimsite.xyz/myhomepage.
Since, this is a user’s home page and it cannot be viewed
before signing in so the website redirects the user to the page
with URL: www.victimsite.xyz/signin?from=myhomepage.
Once the user enters login credentials the website reads from
the URL parameter and redirects to ‘myhomepage’ which is
user’s account welcome page. Until here everything seems
fine. But suppose of a situation where an attacker sends a mail
to this user (this technique in terms of security is referred to as
Social Engineering) containing the hyperlink with the URL:
www.victimsite.xyz/signin?from=www.attackersite.abc. The
user enters login details from where he/she is redirected to the
attacker’s website. And the trick is that even when the user is
redirected to the attacker’s page he/she has no idea about it
because the malicious page looks exactly the same as his/her
account’s homepage because of the phishing technique used
by the hacker. The flaw here in terms of logic implementation
is that the actual web application did not validate the URL
parameter that is used to redirect the user. [5]

3.2 Broken Authentication and Session
Management


Impose absolute session timeouts. Decide the session
timeout interval based on the security requirements of the
web application. [5]



Impose idle session timeouts. Decide the idle session
interval based on the security requirements of the web
application. [5]



Concurrent sessions should be restricted to a limit. [5]



Set ‘secure’ flag on cookies which dictates the browser to
communicate using encryption over SSL using HTTPS.
[5]



Set the HttpOnly flag on cookies which ensures
protection against cookie theft by cookie hiding from
malicious scripts at client side. [5]



3. DEFENSE PROTOCOL AGAINST
THE TOP TEN

Use encrypted secure random session identifiers (tokens).
[5]



Once the root cause of an attack is known then the preventive
measures for the defense against that attack can be taken. This
section gives the set of steps that are to be followed strictly for
defense from the top ten vulnerabilities discussed in the
previous section.

Destroy session IDs, session and cookie data both from
server and client upon session invalidation, timeouts,
expirations or unauthorized reuse of sessions. [5]



Don’t use cookies as plain text, encrypt them. [5]



Always provide an easy one click logout link in the all
the user webpages GUI. [5]

3.1 Injection



Always regenerate new session Id upon user
authentication, session ID reuse is strictly prohibited. [5]





Never show detailed error messages, database metadata
such as table names, column names or parts of source
code to the user, one line error message such as HTTP
500 (means that some internal server error has occurred
and server can’t be more specific to show its actual
cause) error message is a good option. Never print stack
traces of errors or exceptions that are encountered. [5]
Use regular expressions to validate input by use of
whitelists and blacklists pattern matching. Whitelists
contain patterns of valid content and blacklists contain
patterns of invalid content. Use of whitelists in most
cases is easy and advised but for some common patterns
of SQL Injection blacklists may also be used in
combination with whitelists. [3,5]



Proper typecasting of input from user should be done.
String should not be used for numeric fields. [3,5]



Always use parameterized queries or prepared statements
and rely on stored procedures in database wherever
possible. [3,5]

3.3 Cross Site Scripting (XSS)


Encode the input from user before showing it as output,
for example encode ‘&’ (ampersand character) to
‘&amp;’, ‘”’ (double quotes) to ‘&quot;’ etc. Use HTML
encoding functions of languages and frameworks for
automated encoding. [5]



Disinfect input which means allow only safe HTML
where avoid any event handlers and scripting elements.



Use a custom markup language with reduced
functionalities. Wikipedia is an example which uses
wikitext for providing trivial HTML like features. [5]



Set the HttpOnly flag on cookies which ensures
protection against cookie theft by cookie hiding from
malicious scripts at client side. [5]



Use of Content Security Policy (CSP) as introduced by
Mozilla in Firefox 4 and later disables inline scripts,
direct URLS and event handlers. But, it supports script to
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be sourced from a different URL by <script src> tag.
This will prevent those users who use Firefox. [5]

3.9 Using Known Vulnerable Components


Identify all the components, their versions and their
dependencies that are used in the source code of the web
application. Always use the latest and updated versions.



Never use components with known bugs, in such cases
try writing own components if possible or try another
alternative of that component if available.

3.4 Insecure Direct Object References
There are two approaches for defense which can be chosen
according to the requirement.

Post Request Check. Show user links to all the resources
and check whether a user is authorized to access a
particular resource only after he/she requests for it. [5]


Pre Request Check. Show user only those resources that
he/she is authorized to access. Use this approach in
sensitive cases where resources cannot be shared (like
bank account information). [5]

3.10 Unvalidated Redirects and Forwards


3.5 Security Misconfiguration


Never deploy configuration settings files onto the server,
not even for debugging purposes and in case of web
frameworks in particular set debugging mode to false.

3.6 Sensitive Data Exposure


Use Secure Socket Layer (SSL) encryption to ensure
encrypted transfer of sensitive data (such as credit card
information, login details, etc.) to and from the server
over the HTTPS protocol, if not for all the pages at least
for those pages which transfer sensitive information.



Never store passwords as plain text. Store the hash
values obtained after hashing the password through an
algorithm such as SHA-1. During login, obtain the hash
value of user input by using the same algorithm and
match this hash value with the hash value stored in the
database.

3.7 Missing Function Level Access Control


Most of the developers form a functional level access
plan for each user before hard coding. But, the same
should be cross-checked after the coding is done against
all the functionalities of the different types of users so
that each resource that is functionally unauthorized to a
particular user should remain hidden from him/her even
through the URL.

3.8 Cross Site Request Forgery (CSRF)




Don’t just rely on session ID. Use a second ID which is a
cryptographically random generated number too,
generally referred as nonce (number-used-once). The
only difference between a session ID and nonce is that a
nonce is not stored as a cookie on client machine. It is
sent every time a server responds to client as a hidden
form field. Thus, if in a request (say fund transfer) nonce
is coming from client side then, it is a genuine request
otherwise, it is a forged request. [5]

Avoid using redirects and forwards as much as possible.
Still if their use is required; try avoiding user parameters
in evaluating the destination of the redirect. Still if
destination is to be evaluated from user parameter,
strictly validate the destination of the redirect. [1]

4. USE OF OPEN SOURCE SECURITY
ASSESSMENT TOOLS TO DETECT
VULNERABILITIES IN WEB
APPLICATIONS
No programmer leaves a security loophole or a bug in the
source code knowingly. But, even after following strict
security standards as discussed above, some of the security
loopholes may still be present. To identify and defend such
security loopholes which have been missed out from manual
defense plan, use automated security assessment tools.
There are two categories in the security assessment tools
namely, Dynamic and Static.

4.1 Dynamic Security Assessment Tools
Dynamic tools in the automated security assessment are those
tools which interact with the web applications in their actual
working environment just as the attackers do and find out any
exploitable loop holes that are present. In this study four
dynamic tools have been used:

Google Skipfish


Wapiti



W3af (shorthand for Web Application Attack and Audit
Framework)



Vega

4.1.1 Google Skipfish
This tool detects web application vulnerabilities by recursive
crawling and dictionary based probe. It is a command-line
based tool written in C language.

4.1.2 Wapiti
This tool is also a command-line based tool which can detect
vulnerabilities like:

XSS

A better approach than above is double submitted
cookies where session ID acts as the nonce itself. This
means that whenever the server responds to client’s
request it sends session ID as a cookie as well as a
hidden form field and during next request, matches them
both to distinguish a genuine request from a forged one.



SQL Injection



File Handling Errors



Command execution, etc.



Block Cross Site Scripting (XSS). [5]



Second time authentication or reauthentication before
performing a sensitive transaction (such as fund transfer).

This tool provides both the command-line and GUI based user
interfaces. In this study GUI version has been used. It has
been written in python.

4.1.3 w3af

4.1.4 Vega
This tool is written in java and is capable of detecting
vulnerabilities like:

XSS
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SQL Injection



Directory Traversal

Store which is a vulnerable web application written in java. It
contains the following vulnerabilities:

Cross Site Scripting (XSS)



URL Injection



SQL Injection



Error Detection



Hidden (but unprotected) content



File Uploads and Sensitive Data Discovery.



Cross Site Request Forgery

4.2 Static Security Assessment Tools



Debug code



Insecure Object References



Application logic vulnerabilities

Static Security Assessment tools lookup for security loopholes
in the source code by static analysis of the actual source code.
The static tool discussed in this study is VisualCodeGrepper
(VCG).

4.2.1 VisualCodeGrepper(VCG)
This tool is an automated security review tool for identifying
bad/insecure code for the applications written in C++, C#,
VB, Java and PL/SQL.

5. SAMPLE VULNERABLE WEB
APPLICATION

The Bodgeit Store is deployed on the Apache Tomcat server
for penetration testing by the tools discussed above. All the
dynamic tools discussed above are available pre-installed in
the Backtrack 5r3 operating system which is a flavor of the
linux made for providing professional penetration testing
environments to the developers and security experts. The
following pages contain the snapshots of the scan results.

For testing the tools discussed above a sample highly
vulnerable web application has been taken namely, Bodgeit

Figure 1: The scan results snapshot of Google Skipfish
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Figure 2: The scan results snapshot of Wapiti

Figure 3: The scan results snapshot of w3af
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Figure 4: The scan results snapshot of VisualCodeGrepper

6. SCAN RESULTS
6.1 Dynamic Tools
The scan results of the penetration testing of Bodgeit
Webstore by different dynamic tools are:

6.1.1 Google Skipfish
This tool identified a total of 120 vulnerabilities excluding the
warnings and information messages. The vulnerabilities
comprised of XSS, CSRF and directory traversal but none of
the SQL Injection vulnerability was found (Figure 1).

6.1.2 Wapiti
This tool identified most of the vulnerabilities amongst the top
ten, a total of 448 high risk vulnerabilities comprising of SQL
Injection(36), XSS(4), Command Injection(102) and File
Handling(306) (Figure 2).

6.1.3 w3af
This tool identified 56 vulnerabilities comprising of blind
SQL Injection, CSRF and Sensitive data disclosure excluding
the information messages (Figure 3).

6.1.4 Vega
This tool identified 14 vulnerabilities comprising high risk-9
(Integer Overflow and XSS), medium risk-1 (Java debug) and
low risk-4(email address disclosure and Http error).
The above statistics clearly suggest Wapiti is the best dynamic
tool among these tools based on maximum detections in the

top ten vulnerabilities. Although Google Skipfish is a good
choice for crawling the whole website to find small flaws and
issues. Using a combination of both can be most fruitful.

6.2 Static Tools
The scan results of the penetration testing of Bodgeit
Webstore by the only static tool VisualCodeGrepper are:
This tool identified a total of 128 potential vulnerabilities in
the source code excluding the warnings and information
messages. The vulnerabilities comprised of XSS, SQL
Injection, Command Injection and Operation on Primitive
Datatypes. The performance of this tool is also good as it
detected 128 vulnerabilities in a code of 1666 lines (Figure 4).

7. PROBLEMS WITH XSS AND THE
CONCEPT OF MONITORING TOOL AS
SOLUTION
This section concentrates on a particular attack, Cross Site
Scripting (XSS). The defense protocol against the XSS attacks
has been discussed earlier in section 3.3. But, in actual
scenario even after following all of the guidelines stated, a
guaranteed solution to the problem is not ensured. This is
because:

Encoding output is not a solution in cases where the
developers want to give the functionalities like adding
hyperlinks and highlighting text, etc. to the user, as in the
case of a social networking website or a blog site.
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Attackers always find new ways of counterfeiting the
technique of disinfecting input by trying different
possible combinations. For example, <script>Malicious
Script</script> can be filtered to just ‘Malicious Script’
which has no danger. But, consider a case where user
input is like: <scrp<script>ipt>Malicious Script</scrp
</script>ipt>. Disinfecting this input once gives
<script>Malicious Script</script> which is again
dangerous. Even this problem has solution, that is
recursive input disinfection but this technique cannot be
relied upon in complex cases because if there are
solutions then there are breaks of them as well. [5]
Using a custom markup language reduces the area of
attack but does not completely block XSS intrusions.
Also, it is not easy to implement and in case of need of
more changes at a later stage in the features of the
markup language it’s a whole lot non practical to switch
between these languages.
Also, Content Security Policy (CSP) gives protection
against inline scripts only, but the scripts that are sourced
from a different URL are still executable. And, this
solution is browser dependent as well (As only Mozilla
Firefox is providing this feature). There is not a
guarantee that the attacker will be using Firefox.

Before discussing the solution it is mandatory to understand
the root cause of an XSS attack. It is due to the injection of
unwanted hyperlinks, scripting elements and hidden form
fields containing malicious scripts and event handlings. Now
with the problems associated to the solutions given earlier it
becomes important to find a solution that provides a
guaranteed and fool proof solution to defend against XSS.
Here, this study presents the concept of a monitoring tool.
This tool works just as a static source code scanner and scans
the source code directory or the web archive file (.war file) for
all the files present in it. Then it will count and store all the
hyperlinks, scripting elements and hidden form fields found in
these files to the database along with their associated file
names. Just before a web application is to be deployed for the
first time on the web server, this tool counts the number of
hyperlinks, scripting elements and hidden form fields and
stores them to the database. (Say these elements are 50 during
the first count). After this, the developer has to run this tool
according to the requirement (can be twice a day). And this
way developer knows exactly how many new suspicious
elements have been added till the last check. Now, he
validates only the new suspicious elements on a regular basis
either manually or this can be automated as well. If the newly
added hyperlinks, scripting elements or hidden form fields
pass the validation test they are kept as they are and if they do
not pass the validation test, they are not accepted and
removed. Thus XSS attack can be completely blocked using
this mechanism.
For taking out hyperlinks from the source code file, regular
expression that is used is:
<[aA]((\\s+[\\w]*\\s*=\\s*(\\'[^\\']*\\'|\\\"[^\\\"]*\\\"))*\\s+|\\s+)
[hH][rR][eE][fF]\\s*=\\s*(\\'[^\\']*\\'|\\\"[^\\\"]*\\\")((\\s+[\\w]*
\\s*=\\s*(\\'[^\\']*\\'|\\\"[^\\\"]*\\\")\\s*)*|\\s*)>\\s*(.*?)\\s*</[a
A]>

[Ee][Nn]\\'|\\\"[Hh][Ii][Dd][Dd][Ee][Nn]*\\\")((\\s+[\\w]*\\s*=
\\s*(\\'[^\\']*\\'|\\\"[^\\\"]*\\\"))*\\s*|\\s*)/*>
And, for taking out scripting elements from the source code
file the regular expression that is used is:
<script[\\s\\S]*?>[\\s\\S]*?</script>

8. CONCLUSION
Through this paper the top ten vulnerabilities as of 2013
release by OWASP have been explained and their
countermeasures have been given. Successful detection of
threats in web applications has been illustrated through
penetration testing of a highly vulnerable web application
against open source dynamic and static security assessment
tools. Also a fool proof solution for Cross Site Scripting
(XSS) attacks has been suggested and proved.
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